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Summary

On November 30th, the Swiss electorate will vote on an initiative put forth by Swiss

People's Party and opposed by the government and central bank.

Many articles have appeared recently making claims about this action which are

misleading or outright false. A recent one caught my attention & I decided to

research it myself.

Here, I set the record straight and cut through both with an applied lesson of due

diligence, providing a cautionary tale to verify what you read.

A review of the VIX volatility index, GLD prices, and option premiums are performing

as my strategy thesis expects.

(image source: eweb4.com)
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Gold! Simply hearing the word spoken dredges up images of Swiss vaults, riches, power,

and intrigue. Any word with such power to stimulate the emotions and drown out the

intellect is a force to be reckoned with. I reckon that I will tell you a tale as an example of

exactly that.

In May of this year, I wrote about a way for conservative investors to earn superior

rates on their emergency reserve liquid cash (or near-cash) assets using gold and

covered option writing. In this article, I will review the strategy's results to date and explore

some of the current myths surrounding gold, including a factual rebuttal to a recent gold

article that provides an example of the misleading, inaccurate, and unreliable information

being written about gold which you must be wary of when reading any reports and advice

about investing, yes - even my advice. This is true especially about investments with

traditional allure, such as precious metals.

A recent market correction of mid-October returned volatility to the markets and brought

along better option premium rates. This provided an excellent opportunity to write new

covered calls on my Gold ETF (NYSEARCA:GLD) emergency fund holdings, which had

recently expired.

A LOOK BACK AT MY MAY 2014 ARTICLE ON GOLD FOR INCOME INVESTORS:

My May Gold article explored a method for income investors and others who hold an

emergency cash reserve in bank deposits or other very low yield short-term deposits,

which might boost yield while remaining liquid and at relatively low risk to capital. My

thesis largely arises from the inverse relationship between crises and gold (or GLD) price,

using the VIX (Pending:VIXX) as a good indicator of fear.

While preparing that May article on using the Gold ETF as a parking place for liquid assets

to be available in a sudden market crisis, I opened a position long GLD at $124.38 and

concurrently sold the 9/20/2014 Covered Calls on my GLD position for a $3.58 premium.

This effectively reduced my basis price to $120.80. This met 5 goals:

Immediate cash income of $358.00/contract1. 

Provide some hedge to the down side risk via the $3.58 premium creating an

effective basis price 2.88% below current market.

2. 

Potential for a quick absolute profit of $4.20 (premium plus intrinsic profit) on my

out of pocket investment ($120.80) in the event of a call-away due to a sustained rise

in gold over the 120-day contract. This would provide me 3.48% absolute return

3. 
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(10.58% annualized rate of return) on my emergency money that would otherwise be

earning between 0.0% and 2.0%.

An attractive yield rate from the premium income of $3.58 on my $120.80 net basis

for an absolute 2.96% (annualized 9.01% yield rate) on my otherwise zero or low yield

2 years of living expense reserve in the event of the 120-day contract expiring

unexercised (in fact what happened),

4. 

Opportunity to further boost my cash income, hedge my basis cost still lower,

and grow my absolute and annualized yield along with any call-away or expiration,

by re-entry to GLD (or remain) and sell another Covered Call to add more boost.

5. 

In fact, the options did expire unexercised and I subsequently have written new covered

calls on the GLD for added benefit.

Low volatility and the correlated low option premiums convinced me to sit patiently for a

time while monitoring for an acceptable option premium to sell new covered calls on my

GLD. On 10/14/2014, in the midst of a deepening market correction, I struck as the GLD

price rose and the VIX and option premium rates soared. Hindsight now a week later

shows I nailed this one absolutely perfect, a fact mostly due to luck and being distracted

for the 2 prior trading days. I would have sold on the rising VIX and premium rates

somewhat sooner, a good trade but not as good as I ultimately made. I wrote the Covered

Calls on my GLD for a 3/20/2015 contract at $125.00 strike and a $1.85 premium while

the GLD market price was $118.50. This 5.5% out of the money contract paid me an

immediate $185/contract cash income, further lowered my effective basis cost of my GLD

to $118.95 and boosted my YTD cash income from my $124.38 initial GLD investment

made on May 23rd to $5.43. My boosted income through the expiration of this current

contract will be an absolute 4.5% at close of the call option on 3/20/2015, a 301-day

period (a 5.46% annualized yield on my reserve fund money).

I have chosen to lock in a relatively long-term option contract at the spiked VIX and

premium rate because I anticipate lower rates with a return to sluggish volatility and a

neutral outlook for gold's underlying advance/decline prospects at the moment. In the

event of a spike in gold and an early call-away at the $125.00 strike, my returns will be

boosted by the intrinsic profit and a shortening of the period to contract end due to any

such early exercise (I'll leave the simple math of that exercise to any reader that wants to

pursue it).
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Current Verdict on this strategy for income boost for emergency reserve money is:

FAVORABLE. I have generated cash income (which I have chosen to currently set aside

as a reserve on my GLD cost basis) and my expectation that gold and GLD will spike

upward during sharp market downturns is born out to date. GLD rose off its post May 23rd

low of $114.61 hit on October 3rd (the day before the start of the market correction) to a

high of $120.27 on October 21st as GLD rose in response to the market plunge and

volatility uptick. This was a mild bump, not a major crisis that would have triggered my

need for the liquid cash reserve. The relative movements and their magnitude encourage

me that the strategy is well in line to trigger self liquidation on a deeper move, freeing up

my cash when I need it. Failure for a spike of significant enough magnitude to trigger a

call-away and the self liquidation would still leave me the option to draw down my

premium income earned to date for use as living expenses while awaiting the current

contract to expire or GLD prices to spike far enough to trigger early call-away termination.

My own plan and that which I suggest for consideration by other income investors is to

continue pursuing this strategy to boost the yield on this portion of your overall portfolio,

which would otherwise see minimal or no returns. Each individual needs to continue to

assess their own sensitivity and tolerance levels to volatility and liquidity triggering events

and timing horizons in tailoring the choice of contract durations, strikes, and premium

returns. As a brief example, with my initial adjusted cost basis of $120.80 after the 1st

premium write, I could have selected a $121.00 Strike for my post 9/20/2014 covered call

write. This would have insured me an intrinsic profit still if called-away and at the same

time significantly boosted the premium received for the October 14th write at the lower

Strike price. I balanced my goals, and tolerance levels and personal assessment of
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forward outlook on GLD and made my personal choice. Your exact choice may differ when

weighing your personal situation.

FURTHER MUSINGS ON DUE DILIGENCE, GOLD MACRO ECONOMICS, AND

MONETARY THEORY:

As part of the preparation for assessing the near-term macro environment for gold, I

reviewed some of the current writings. One that particularly got my interest was a Seeking

Alpha article entitled "Switzerland To Buy 60% Of Global Gold Mine Output." I was

curious as to the time frame that would begin and end and could not find details in the

article. Therefore, I began my own further research and due diligence.

THE SWISS CONNECTION:

Imagine my surprise when I went to the source materials and found there was no solid

basis in the claim that Switzerland was planning any such gold purchases now or in the

future. The reality was merely that a political group, the Swiss People's Party,

(Schweizerische Volkspartei or SVP) in Switzerland had failed to convince the central

bank and parliament to adopt their proposals regarding central bank gold reserves. Having

failed, the group used the initiative process to successfully obtain in excess of the 100,000

signatures needed to force a popular vote by the electorate on the issue. That vote is
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scheduled to take place on November 30, 2014. Thus, the title of the article, which implies

a fait au compli, is misleading at the very least. Furthermore, a look at the details of the

proposal bring to light that the titled thesis is not just misleading, it is entirely wrong.

Smaulgld.com reports:

Many Swiss view gold as important to their nation. Indeed, 100,000 Swiss signed the

petition to get the "Save our Swiss Gold" initiative on the ballot.

The Swiss Parliament has rejected the measure by a large majority stating "gold no

longer has any meaning for monetary policy."

The fate of the initiative now lies with the Swiss voters who go to the polls on

November 30, 2014.

A full discussion of the initiative and a rebuttal is presented by the Swiss Central Bank. It

begins by summarizing the proposal as follows:

The "Save our Swiss gold" referendum According to the upcoming referendum

"Save our Swiss gold":

The SNB should never be allowed to sell gold again.

The gold has to be stored in Switzerland.

Gold should represent at least 20% of the SNB assets.

All this is in accord with the article except for the critical fact that is simply a proposal and

not a force in action as it would seem to be in the title and bullet points presented in his

article.

Will it pass muster with voters on November 30th? Polls say it's a close call, but also have

frequently been wrong in predicting Swiss election results. So we will just have to wait and

see.

That article went beyond the scope of the initiative in making the bold claim that it will (sic:

if passed) lead "Switzerland to buy 60% of global gold mine output." That is simply false.

In no interpretation of the referendum would any such massive purchase be required or

will be initiated.
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In a completely stable market of gold and currency prices with the gold and the Swiss

Franc locked rigidly in exchange rates with each other and all global currencies, the

current ~7.8% reserve of total SNB assets held as gold would require about 60% of the

total mine production output averaged in 2013. The October 23, 2014 article got it wrong

where he says "To bring its gold bullion holdings to 20% of total reserves, the central bank

of Switzerland will have to buy 1,600 more tonnes of gold, or about 60% of all global mine

output this year." As pointed out by analysts at major trading house Nomura Holdings, if

enacted, the central bank would have 5 years to bring reserves up to 20%. It is not

required to do so in the current year or in one single year at all. Thus, it is far more

accurate to suppose the purchases would be averaged across 5 years, reducing the

calculation from 60% of annual mine output to a less spectacular 12%. Focusing

purchases on the dips would further reduce the impacts. Private, non-market, purchases

from sovereign treasuries or other large holders in search of liquidity to respond to crises

could further deflect market impacts of any purchases.

More importantly, the wording does not even require the purchase of any gold at all.

The article again is wrong when the author extrapolates where he says "If the results are

in favor of the referendum, it will mean Switzerland's central bank will be forced to buy a

significant amount of gold bullion." Due diligence indicates this is not the case. Other

alternatives are available to meet the actual requirements of the measure if enacted. The

SNB central bank rebuttal points out:

If the referendum is accepted by the Swiss people, then the SNB would need to:

Either double the quantity of gold holdings (i.e. buy it expensive after selling it

cheap) or

Sell half of its fiat money reserves or

a mixture of both.

So, an alternative to buying any gold at all is to simply sell off half of the bank's

accumulated current fiat currency reserves.

The entire implementation of any regulation if enacted might be mathematically impossible

and make it illegal or unenforceable under Swiss law (I am completely speculating on the

legal question here. I have no knowledge of Swiss law at all). Several things suggest the

measure's requirements are contradictory.
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The proposal requires 20% of SNB assets be held in gold. It goes on to require that

SNB never sell gold, completely withdrawing that gold permanently from all markets.

An item held but unmarketable has zero value. It is not an asset at all. Standard

accounting practices would treat it as dead inventory and assign no value at all to the

gold, unsellable by law it would be simply a decoration (albeit an expensive one to

store and secure).

Both options, buying gold and selling fiat currency reserve assets would essentially be

a monetary policy strengthening the Swiss Franc and further complicating dynamics of

the exchange trading values and balance of the SNB central bank assets held as gold

and fiat money measured against the rising franc value that would inversely devalue

the remaining gold and fiat money reserve assets measured in franc value.

As discussed above, if the gold must be held and never sold then it is not an asset at

all and has zero value measured against any other medium. Prohibiting sale is simply

another way of saying it has zero exchange value since no exchange is possible.

The proponents of the measure, as reflected in comments of Luzi Stamm suggest the

goal and purpose of the measure is to restore a gold standard as fractional backing for

the Swiss Franc. This is illogical since the measure would prevent sale of any gold

held by the central bank. A currency is only backed by gold if it can be exchanged for

gold. The two goals of gold backing and no sales of central bank gold are mutually

exclusive. The SNB could not even buy gold in excess of the 20% ratio and exchange

it for a franc redemption since an exchange is a sale simply by definition.

I have provided this due diligence follow-up review to this "Swiss" article as an example of

how different reality can be from that presented, even when presented by respected and

informed people in the field. It is not meant as an attack on the author in any way. Like

most of us, he is an author that mines data from many other sources. He cited sources for

many of his statements. I merely have reviewed those sources carefully and tried to dig

farther for other varied and more fundamental sources to the actual details of the structure

of implementing the referendum if passed. In my view, he just got some of his facts wrong

and over-reached his analysis of some others. It happens to all of us from time to time. I

hope you all take it as a cautionary tale of why your own follow-up due diligence is

important.

GOLD MYTHS AND MISCONCEPTIONS:

I would like to take the time to discuss what I see as a few other general misconceptions
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and myths about gold.

Are Sovereign Gold buyers putting pressure on the market?:

Several gold articles of late suggest major accumulation of gold is occurring by sovereign

buyers such as China and Russia and Germany. While that was for several recent years,

it appears to have ceased in the past year. China and Germany have ceased adding any

net additions to their gold reserves this year. Russia increased its reserve modestly and

almost all of the remaining significant holders have remained unchanged or had modest

increases and decreases for 2014.

Do the graphs showing the historic prices of gold vs. the USD prove paper money

is fiat and gold is valuable?:

It is often said that paper money is a fiat currency that can simply be printed without end,

thus inflating away the value of it towards zero and ultimately destabilzing the national

economic structures relying on it. This is misleading at best and flat out false in many

specifics and details.

Gold reserve currencies (both full and fractional) are fiat also. The issuer can simply

change their posted exchange rate by announcement at any instant. Richard Nixon did

this twice during his presidency, modifying the exchange rate and then completely

abandoning Bretton Woods in 1971.

Does gold hold its value while paper currency loses it? Purported examples of this are

offered in the value of what $1 would buy versus 1mg of gold 100 years ago versus today

or outright in a dollar vs. gold chart over time such as the one shown here.

(source: pricedingold.com)
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Impressive, isn't it? Now do you believe what people have been saying. All those years

the US Dollar was backed by precious metals, it was fairly stable but when we went and

switched from metals backed currency to a federal reserve "faith and credit" system in

1971 then the value of the dollar crumbled. The chart does seem to back that up but does

it really? No, all the chart shows is that it now takes more dollars to buy a milligram

of gold at present than it did 20 years ago, a lot more dollars than 100 years ago!

That is not because "money" has fallen in "value" while gold has maintained its

"value." Rather, it is simply a reflection of changing the definition of the measuring

stick.

What does that mean? If I corner the market on beans and the world wants to value all its

assets in beans, then the bean holders agree to that. On the bean standard, all the assets

of the world are exactly equal to all the beans. If the number of assets as reflected by

houses, cars, loaves of bread, shoes, and Billy's orthodontic bill all double in quantity but

the beans remain the same number, then each of those beans must now buy TWO of

everything instead of the one unit that they used to buy. After all, the beans remained fixed

while the total global assets grew. That is what happens over time with a gold standard

based on fixed exchange rates. It is those fixed rate reserve systems that everyone points

to with charts like the one above when trying to make the case gold has held its value. In

reality, what happened is that the global assets have grown enormously. Is my 1 bean now

buying 10 houses instead of one? That's because the economy has expanded its assets

10 fold and the number of houses is now 10 times greater while the beans remain fixed.

One bean has to go 10 times as far in purchasing to still buy all the expanded assets. It's

still all the beans = all the assets when we're done.

The orderly changes pre-1971 reflect the rigid and rarely changed measuring stick. The

fixed exchange rate was arbitrarily set by the US government as the world's largest

holder of gold by a huge margin and eventually by the Bretton Woods treaty which

obligated all the major and most minor nations of the world to peg their currencies against

the US dollar at a fixed treaty specified fixed exchange rate trade for the US agreeing to

make the US Dollar redeemable on demand for gold at a fixed rate. Nixon eventually

abolished Bretton Woods in 1971. (You can find more discussion of the history of the gold
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standard and Bretton Woods in my previous article about How & Why To Short The Euro).

Another test of gold as a protector of currency value versus fiat currencies can be viewed

in light of the widely decried recent massive printing of dollars by the federal reserve to

provide liquidity in the 2008 credit crisis. Gold vs. Fiat advocates claim we should see the

price of gold climb as the dollar was weakened by this expansion of the dollar supply.

Even if the reaction is delayed, gold should continue rising at its pre-2008 rate in such a

model. Let's go to the chalkboard as Coach Madden would say...

(source: pricedingold.com)
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Here we see that the US Dollar has not just arrested its decline as all this newly created

Fed money arose, the dollar has in fact been rising against gold. This is completely

contrary to the pure gold standard models often touted. While we're at it, let's put to rest

the myth of "returning to the gold standard." The only meaningful way I can interpret that

phrase is to return us to when the dollar was directly exchangeable for gold and the

world's currencies were pegged at fixed rates to that dollar, the era of Bretton Woods. The

problem with those advocating a return is that you can't go home again. The Bretton

Woods treaty arose from the economic ashes of World War II and set the United States up

as a hard-coded master of the world's money. The opportunity to dictate such a favored

position to the rest of the world has long passed. So, perhaps people really mean "reserve

currency" when they say "gold standard." There are many problems with that concept too.

I will touch on just a couple.

1. Gold is highly volatile and any true reserve currency would need to have the central

bank moving huge amounts of paper in and out of circulation daily just to keep in balance,

or conversely creating periodic adjustment shocks by movements less frequently.

2. The "bean problem" as described above. A fixed ratio of Gold to currency does not

provide allowance for economic expansion and real growth of total assets. It is an artificial

drag on economic growth and a false static metric of a changing total asset worth. Just

ask yourself what happens when a company keeps adding real tangible book value but its

share price never changes. Is that realistic? Won't more and more buyers want to own the

company as its P/B ratio keeps falling year after year after year? With fixed number of

shares and fixed share price the market is broken. The company and its assets grow but

its price and market cap remained artificially fixed. That is exactly what a gold reserve

currency is. It is why the world has abandoned such currencies and moved to (or at least

largely toward) free floating currency priced by relative exchange rate set dynamically on

free markets. If a fiat currency expands faster than national asset expansion, the markets

eventually will punish it by the dynamics of the supply of those "dollars" and the demand

for them relative to other currencies. Distortions can and do occur but are not structurally
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built into the system like they are with fixed reserve currency.

WHAT CAN INTEREST RATES & GOLD TELL US?:

Real interest rates are an indicator of economic boons and swoons. The market bids

borrowing rates up as more borrowers compete for the pool of available money in times of

economic expansion and growth. The fed monetary policy is to tighten that sought after

money supply at these same times in an effort to keep the growth from overheating.

Conversely, recessions are met with less demand and thus a contraction of real rates

along with the economic slowing. Structural overly tight credit that holds back money for

investment to expand capacity for economic growth is met by Fed easing and lower

borrowing rates also. In extremis, the fed even drove its bank lending rate below zero at

times following the credit market freezes of 2008. The chart below shows gold's inverse

correlation to real interest rates through economic cycles and especially its significant

advances during periods of negative interest rates driven by economic crises.

(source: goldsilverworlds.com)

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE COVERED OPTION OPPORTUNITES:

The options discussed below are conventional 100 share contracts. Given the high price

of GLD units, the GLD and concurrent covered call writes may be beyond the investment

range of many average and smaller investors. GLD7 mini-options in units of 10 share

contracts are available and trade at very similar rates of return as those conventional
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options presented below.

Buyers currently looking to enter a GLD position should consider buying gold at

current market of $118.31 and concurrently selling the 12/20/2014 $119.00 Covered Call

with $2.40 premium. The net out of pocket adjusts to a $115.91 basis, a 2.03% discount

from retail. The $240.00/contract for this 56-day contract is an absolute return of 2.07% on

your out of net buy/write debit of $115.91 per GLD unit. This converts to an annualized

13.5% yield rate. Potential call-away at the $119.00 would add intrinsic value to boost

income and yield further. While the shorter 27-day 11/22/2014 contract offers slightly

higher annualized yield rates, the absolute returns are of course lower. Conversely, yield

rates on contracts longer than 56 days are currently dropping off quickly.

Current owners of GLD shares (held for my reserve hedging strategy) should consider

their original basis and adjusted basis prices and other factors as described in the "Look

Back At My May Article..." discussion above and then select an appropriate Strike price

and duration to generate income while further reducing market risk through the covered

option writing hedge.

(source: schwab.com)
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Comments (37)

I hope you have found this discussion useful and will be interested in my future

installments in the series, where I evaluate tickers by YDP analysis for value appraisal,

and couple technical analysis with covered option writing to explore income boosting and

market risk reduction. I also will of course follow-up with further work exploring the gold

hedge strategy.

Become an instant alert follower to be sure to get notice of all my latest analysis and

income yield boost articles as they are released. You can follow this link to my other

articles, most of which include covered option strategies. If you wish to receive notices of

my future articles (or real time alerts as they publish), simply hover your cursor over the

"FOLLOW" to the right of my picture at the top of this article or select the options in the

author box shown below at the end of this article.

I am not a licensed securities dealer or advisor. The views here are solely my own and

should not be considered or used for investment advice. As always, individuals should

determine the suitability for their own situation and perform their own due diligence before

making any investment.

Disclosure: The author is long GLD.

The author wrote this article themselves, and it expresses their own opinions. The author

is not receiving compensation for it (other than from Seeking Alpha). The author has no

business relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in this article.

Additional disclosure: I am long GLD and short the covered calls as described in the

article body.

David at Imperial Beach, Contributor

"I hope you have found this discussion useful..." No, I didn't, sorry. There are so many fallacies in your article I

don't know where to begin. Perhaps the most egregious is your assertion that central banks ("sovereigns") are not

buying any more gold and then linking to a webpage that shows just the opposite. Your statement "Gold reserve

currencies (both full and fractional) are fiat also" is complete nonsense. The whole reason why governments must

reprice their gold is to bring it in line with current market valuation. I won't continue to tear your article apart. It just

isn't worth my time.

24 Oct 2014, 02:08 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor
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Author’s reply » Thanks for sharing. I hope you'll tell us how you really feel soon :)

I'll look forward to reading your full rebuttal article in the near future.

Richard

24 Oct 2014, 02:12 PM

filipo

Richard,

JPM sure sells a lot and what's the effect on the POG ?

http://bit.ly/1pJ38uI

24 Oct 2014, 05:18 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » The 10 ton withdrawal of gold from JPM is a mystery to me. That's a non-trivial batch of

gold. Is it sovereign? I'm thinking it must be. If so, Russia is the logical place to look with the Ruble sitting

at historic lows, sanctions are biting and the movement on that front is towards the new Brazil/China

/Russia/India economic alliance. That gold could go a long way towards the start of funding their new

alternate $100 Billion economic development bank as an alternative to the World Bank.

http://bbc.in/1pJkeJ5

World War III *will* be fought as an economic war. Is this the commencement of open hostilities or just the

traditional warning shot over the bow? Time may tell. I really have no idea what's happening on that front.

The ramp up of the long dormant VIX is very troubling and not fully accounted for my known world events

in my view.

So, the Price of Gold? the withdrawals are neutral for the moment, a physical move, not a market move.

The portents on the other hand strike me as suggesting the VIX will be going higher, a lot higher and gold

usually follows the VIX.

I'm a conservative income investor and primarily write for the same. My gold income strategy is not a setup

for profiting from moves in Gold price itself. Rather, it simply attempts to use Gold as a platform from which

to create an income stream from covered option writing in the calm between the storms. When a crisis hits

and equity markets tumble, the traditional bullion spikes upward, the call contracts self liquidate and we

find ourselves sitting in cash to use for our living expenses while our dividend income equities ride out the

storm. As such, an income investor's opportunity on the upside of gold price is very limited (generally near

the money for the holders basis value) and correspondingly of limited relevance to us.

Richard

24 Oct 2014, 07:28 PM
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msdds1

During times of equity drops, gold drops as well.

24 Oct 2014, 11:11 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » History shows you wrong, as recent of history as the equity correction of last week.

However, to phrase it better, I really mean market shocks more than simple equity cycles. Its those

substantive events when money flees to safety of gold that threaten to disrupt the dividend income equity

investor's cash flow.

I shall refrain for quips such as getting money out of a market in shock iis like pulling teeth .... :) Dang, I

just couldn't resist.

Richard

24 Oct 2014, 11:31 PM

for2n8johnny

Pulling teeth with gold fillings??

26 Oct 2014, 10:31 AM

Contrarian_0007

Deep Breath (Ref the Swiss content and GLD play)

Readers tell me:

1) You have a choice of keeping FIAT money (Reserve liquid cash) in the bank that earns ZERO interest and

constantly devalues with Inflation OR you can use some of the LIQUID reserve money and BUY physical gold or

silver as an insurance policy with a probability of keeping pace with inflation. What would you do ?

My vote is any tangible REAL asset is better than worthless paper that devalues every year.

2) You have the choice of investing in GLD OR you can buy physical gold with your reserve assets (Forget day

trading for a moment). What would you do ?

My vote is a LONG GLD trade (holding for a significant period) is too risky. The prospectus is a worthless piece of

paper backed by nothing. I buy physical gold.

A much better alternative to GLD is ETF OUNZ. You can claim your gold at any time down even if you own 1 oz.

We should move our LONG bets to OUNZ. Let JPM and the big speculators play in their crooked short and day

trading game.

24 Oct 2014, 02:19 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor
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Author’s reply » Thanks for joining the discussion and providing your thoughts.

My gold income production strategy is laid out in my earlier May 27th article at

http://seekingalpha.co... .

Readers should review that work as an integral part of this present update. The focus is on generating

income from idle emergency reserve assets while maintaining liquidity in times of crisis. As such,

derivatives or other methods of generating an income from the asset holding are required. GLD provides

this via options, OUNZ has no options available and thus is not a suitable candidate for discussion of the

income strategy

That earlier article also addresses the reasons for income investors (and many other types too) to avoid

holding actual physical bullion directly. I will demur from repeating them needlessly here.

Richard

24 Oct 2014, 02:33 PM

InmanRoshi

I'm offering up 2 chickens providing real tangible value through fertilizer and eggs for barter in exchange a

mere $20,000 of worthless green paper currency.

Better hurry, before I change my mind.

24 Oct 2014, 04:01 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » That's food for thought .. but I don't think it'll add up to beans, even golden beans. :)

Thanks for taking the time to share your thoughts.

Richard

24 Oct 2014, 04:04 PM

Contrarian_0007

The issue is your article should have been written as two or three articles.

My comment was with respect to the Swiss banking system and how the Swiss should hold reserves. If

the Swiss banking system had three options for reserves and insurance if the markets crash, which would

you pick.

a) Billions of paper $$ printed by FED

b) Buy paper ETF GLD and keep the paper ETF's in a bank vault for a rainy day. A joke.

c) Buy a real commodity (Gold bars) and keep in the vault for a rainy day.
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Multiple choice: A B or C.

The Swiss people are smarter than USA citizens. Most people here have no clue as to whats really go on.

Swiss citizens might vote C. We don't get to vote.

The USA leased or sold most our gold at a low price (We need 7 years to return the German gold). Our

backup plan for the FED to print more $$ until the public and investing community figures out the scam

and lose confidence. OR the FED creates hyper inflation. We have no backstop. It's like driving over a cliff.

Reckless.

The FED can only print more $$. QE 26. This is the biggest shell game in the history of our planet.

The elite are buying gold and silver, art, real estate, anything of value. They don't hold too much paper

except US treasuries because treasuries are considered the final paper backstop. We need to follow their

example.

As for your options scheme on GLD. Too complicated, and I get my fingers burned when JPM moves the

price by multiple %age points in seconds.

24 Oct 2014, 09:03 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for detailing your thoughts more.

My article certainly does span a wide range and is longer than ideal for sure. In a perfect world, I may have

separated it into 3; a macro view, my income strategy thesis review, and a "Swiss" discussion. However,

life is compromise and this buffet approach was a best fit for Seeking Alpha policy, my particular

constraints at the moment, and to meet the varied promises I had made to readers over the course of the

last few months.

Your option "C" might have appeal to the Swiss. However, it is not an option they have been given in the

referendum, where the only choice other than preserving the status quo is mandatory "NEVER sell any

gold". That's not a rainy day option, its a "take the gold out in the forest and bury it and forget where you

buried it" option. None the less, my purpose was not to debate Swiss policy but rather to present a due

diligence exercise contrasting 2 articles (mine and the other referenced) along with the links contained in

each to begin follow up due diligence. Its intended as much as a lesson as it is for its pure informative

value.

Monetary policy is complex but ultimately boils down to choices of market places pegging exchange rate,

or central banks linked to national treasuries doing so.

The market place is my preferred option in that regard. One that directly balances the net deficits and

surpluses in total foreign exchange accounts of each currency in as close to real time as technologically

feasible would be ideal. By clarification, I see currency in a "prefect world" as a simple substitute for barter.

It is easier to carry around bank notes in your wallet or credits on your account then it is to lug around a
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cart full of sheep. It is also less messy to make change for half a bank note than for half a sheep.

In such an idealized world, there are no trade imbalances in terms of net accounts. Barter is a zero sum

collection of transactions. All the sheep exchanged for all the carpets must balance out exactly in model

barter world, even if some of those carpets were further traded for some wine with another merchant from

dreamland and so on and so forth. Any imbalance where 5 more sheep went out than the incoming

carpets at the market determined ratio for the moment would adjust the sheep/carpet ratio so it is

equalized no matter how state .. in fish/salt ratios of sleepville, or fur/flint ratio of snowyland, or whatever.

Today's global commodities markets and financial houses could dynamically adjust exchange ratios

represented by currency at a very high frequency so as to minimize arbitrage imperfections that arise from

a less than perfect system and its exchang rate metric setting frequencies.

All this is a fancy way of saying that there are ways to take the fiat out of the hands of government in a

way that would let the Forex almost immediately adjust to the changes in fiat money released by any

printer (be it a government currency or an investment bank Credit Swap). I view anything that can be

exchanged for the purchase of goods and services as "money". Given that definition, not just currency, but

equities, bonds, credit instruments of any kind, commodities, and hard labor are all "money". This makes it

clear that the vast majority of "money" is already created and traded outside the policy and controls of all

the combined national sovereign issuers in the world. In fact, its just such non-gov't "money" that led to the

global financial crisis which was visited upon us so recently.

Your advice as to alternative assets has some merit so long as its part of a balanced portfolio for a specific

goal it fits. It is not income producing and thus not relevant to as an alternative to my Option strategy.

Your characterization of my Option strategy as too complicated is an indicator that I did not do an

adequate job of explaining it or you didn't not take time to read my initial May article where it is laid out. I

won't attempt to re-deal the issue in the limited space here.

Ultimately your comments return us to the "one size does not fit all" conclusion. This is something I heartily

agree with.

Richard

24 Oct 2014, 10:21 PM

Hardog

RB

Glad it works for you , seems a bit sophisticated to me. Only Gold I want are the US Mint coins.

02 Nov 2014, 08:09 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Enjoy. What do you have against the loonies? :)
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Richard

02 Nov 2014, 08:12 PM

Robert Kientz, Contributor

I have no doubt the author's strategy works and kudos to him for it for as long as it holds. At the end of the day, we

are all just trying to make some money with our strategies and none of them will be right forever. At some point, all

markets change.

That being said, I am long physical and don't touch the paper stuff. I get the paper markets, but long term the

various forms of gold paper are worthless. So if you want trading strategies, try this author's approach. If you want

long term savings that shouldn't be affected by fiat currency failures and bubble busts, buy the shiny physical stuff

and just hold it.

Depends upon your strategy.

24 Oct 2014, 04:51 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for joining the discussion and sharing your thoughts.

You are more confident in my strategy than I am so far. It is new for me and a work in progress. So far it is

working very well, performing in magnitude and direction along the lines I believed it should. Only the test

of time and some grand market shocks will ultimately tell. Then again, that's true for life too.

No one size fits all. This is a very targeted group that the strategy is designed for. Good luck with your

investing. I'll look forward to reading your work.

Richard

24 Oct 2014, 07:32 PM

filipo

"Thus, the title of the article which implies a fait au compli"

Horrible French, written by someone who is clueless, not only regarding French, but regarding his outdated

statistics:

It should be: "Fait accompli", meaning "a done deal";

Russian CB does not own 1,054 tonnes, but 1,112.5 tonnes:

http://bit.ly/1pIZLnC

That is unforgivable for a man who considers himself an expert on gold.

Please, go study again before publishing more articles on gold.
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24 Oct 2014, 04:55 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » It is unforgivable to provide a quote (along with link to the quote source) and do so

accurately reporting the quote? Thanks for your advice but I'd steer very clear of it. Your suggestion and

inferences are of equal use and validity. I will give them all the consideration they merit, There, done.

Richard

24 Oct 2014, 07:36 PM

Roman Chuyan, CFA, Contributor

Rick - a great rebuttal of common gold standard myths, laid out in simple terms - thanks!

24 Oct 2014, 05:43 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for reading and taking the time to write. Your kind words are appreciated.

Anytime we start kicking about monetary policy and gold, there will be as many opinions as readers. My

goal is to stimulate thinking. I hope I do that for those in both agreement and disagreement. An engaged

and thinking investor is one on the road to success, picking their own path with eyes wide open.

Richard

24 Oct 2014, 07:40 PM

chazsf

While the gold initiative was proposed by members of the SVP, the SVP party itself has - for the third time -

opposed the gold proposition:

"Après une discussion approfondie sur les avantages et les inconvénients de l’initiative sur l’or, le comité central a

décidé par 35 voix contre 34 de recommander au peuple de refuser ce projet.'

http://bit.ly/1pJo98P

http://bit.ly/1pJo7xv

24 Oct 2014, 07:57 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for joining the discussion and clarifying that point.

Yes, your point is correct. I touched on the fact the SVP proposal was rejected by parliament but did not take the

time to mention the SVP is the largest Swiss party in the government.
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Richard

24 Oct 2014, 10:22 PM

seeking betta

Decent read, thank you.

How come you can only buy about 60% of the "fiat currency" today as compared to golds peak? Physical gold

accumulators have taken a huge beating. If stuff hits the fan, I would rather own weapons and such. Gold ? Can

you eat it ?

Ps - seems like the covered call option is the worst of both worlds - if gold plummets, your premium is negligible

and you take a capital beating. If gold rockets, it's called away. Just seems the risk reward scenario is not

balanced.

But hey, whatever works - until it doesn't.

But yea, idle cash sucks these days.

24 Oct 2014, 11:39 PM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for joining the discussion.

My youthful days (way back before gravity was invented & we had to push the water down the hill) found

me traveling a lot with the family. Later in my early years in the oil business I spent time walking the hills

and valleys of Africa as a field geologist. I came across a lot of basic, self sufficient tribes in those days.

One universal barter item stood out as the most tradable "currency", highly in demand everywhere. Steel

fish hooks. They are light weight, easy to transport, cache, use, reuse over and over, and the best thing is

you don't have to invest the family farm to lay in a doomsday stock of this "back to the stone age" currency

just in case. A huge case of 1000 or more will set you back only $200 or less.

You really need to read my 1st article on the Gold income strategy to understand it at all. It is not about

making money off gold's price moves or stashing cash to in some supposedly inflation proof universal

currency (yes, gold does have a good long haul record for that). Its much simpler. You buy gold at market

when you believe it is near a long term base (I entered at somewhat under $1250/oz based on my belief

that the all in cost to produce marks a threshold it can't continue below indefinitely). My only interest in the

price of gold directly thereafter is that in times of a major global markets shock (aka historical level crash)

when all my other market assets have plummeted 30%, 40%, 50% or more and will take a few years to

recover, THEN is when gold will see a rise back to at least that $1250 level. Sure, it may be up or down

before such events, but that estimated long term baseline is my targeted EXIT price as well as my original

entry. Meantime, I sell covered calls to generate income from my gold holding. I do not seek nor want gold

liquidity (in the form of profitable prices to me) other than at a time of maximum crisis like those I just

mentioned. So, I sell away virtually ALL the upside potential with Strike prices just out of the money of my

adjusted basis price so as to maximize my option premium rate of return, leaving nothing on the table as a
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tradeoff for intrinsic gain (which is not my goal afterall). I do set aside some of the income from these

premiums to average down my basis price over time and thus I can sell higher premium options at strike

prices lower than my original basis and thus keep flexible in my choices. Each time my gold (GLD) gets

called away from me, I keep my premium AND make some intrinsic profit (since I only write Strikes slightly

above my basis). I then start the cycle all over -- wash, rinse, repeat.

This is a very targeted strategy for a very narrow purpose. It doesn't fit everyone nor does it fit a very large

slice of anyone's portfolio.

Richard

25 Oct 2014, 03:11 AM

liusing

Since you are positive on gold and using covered calls, have you check on (GLDI), which is practically doing the

same, some fees deducted but the yield is very attractive.

25 Oct 2014, 01:25 AM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » GLDI leaves the option management to a set of gnomes in a distant office that have a

different objective and strategy than my own. Actually they target monthly covered calls 3% out of the

money. (I keep telling everyone that "one size does not fit all").

My 6 month results (since I began this in May) are presented in this article, GLD closed today at $118.35,

my basis is $124.51 entered on 5/23/2014 with $5.43 in net premium gains .. so 118.35 + 5.43 = 123.78

for a net loss of $0.73 (-0.59% total return for the 150 days to date: equiv to about a 0.71% loss for a 6

month period as compared to GLDI's total return for 6 months of around -6.0% ).

http://www.etf.com/GLDI

So I am outperforming GLDI total return right now and I'm optimized to my specific objectives. GLDI sells

monthly calls 3% out of the money, I am more flexible and try to stay closer to the money and will lock in

better premium rates of return further out in time when I find them attractive (generally when over

1%/month average). Another year or two will tell if I should consider simplifing to GLDI or am

outperforming them consistantly.

Thanks for the suggestion and GLDI may indeed be a good way for many to use a strategy close to mine if

they don't feel comfortable with their own option trading or want the efficiency of an ETF for transaction

costs as a small investor.

Richard

25 Oct 2014, 03:40 AM
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liusing

Got that, it just anyone's own choice. I would prefer a more mechanical scheme like GLDI, that eliminate

emotion and my own judgement (which I don't trust myself).

Like you, I just doing it for income with spare cash, prices up and down is secondary, just good for making

a better entry point. Unlike buying in any company, I would think gold will never have a bad earning call,

product outdated, nor a chapter 11, it just riding up and down by speculators.

25 Oct 2014, 11:24 PM

fishfryer

I'm not a big fan of GLD overall, if you choose to buy shares and sell some upside calls, take a little bit of that

premium and buy some puts, maybe 20% lower than where the share price is. My fear with GLD is that it really

isnt what it is supposed to be and one day you wake up and it is much, much lower due to either fraud or heavy

manipulation. Paper gold definitely requires a hedge.

Other than that, why not!

25 Oct 2014, 06:26 AM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » I am not a fan either. It has a very limited purpose and place in my portfolio as an income

investor.

Hedging is certainly worth considering for any part of any portfolio. There are all sorts of twists and frills that can

be done. I keep it very simple for this particular purpose.

25 Oct 2014, 06:41 AM

seeking betta

Richard - must have been an interesting life! Fishhooks - indeed. Thank you for the reply. But regarding your

$1250 exit, if gold continues to trend down, if you keep losing basis despite the covered calls, you will still be on

the short end of the stick if/when gold takes off. Strategy is fine if gold remains stable - but all in costs lower as

gold comes down, as miners get more selective on ore. I guess I still think,the risk reward is not balanced - you get

virtually no part of a huge spike, but still incur much of the loss of a continued downtrend. But I suppose if you truly

believe it's stabilized, you hope the latter does not bear out.

25 Oct 2014, 10:44 AM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » So far, my premiums have almost covered the decline. Keep in mind that I am still writing Strikes

at $1250, just above my 1245 entry, so my exit would be at a profit or $5 PLUS ALL MY PREMIUMS (that's

another $5.43 for my first 5 months). Another way to look at it is that my current adjusted basis for GLD is 118.95

but I am still writing the $125, an exist $6.05 (5.01%) above my initial out of pocket entry ($124.38 - $3.58 initial
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premium = $120.80 buy/write debit entry). The price of GLD now is not what I'm selling at, I am ONLY selling

if/when the markets have plummeted 40%, 50% or more due to some major global crisis (when my dividend

income equities have been shocked into curtailing dividends) .. OR when GLD pops back above $125 .. there is no

potential for loss in the conventional sense. My problem would be if GLD remained deeply depressed at the same

time some event triggered ALL of my dividend companies to stop distributions for a prolonged time (since that is

what this investment is the hedge against). This is a very deep and long term investment .. it is a hedge against

global disaster essentially. GLD (gold itself really) has always rallied in such events. Might gold fall so deep that it

does not rally out back to the $1250 level in such a major market shock event? In fact, my situation is even better,

my breakeven get out is really no longer at $1250 gold. Remember, I'm building a reserve with my premium profits

for now rather than using them for income. Therefore my basis is only $1189.5 gold ($118.95 GLD) now. If a crisis

came along and gold failed to rally back to the 1250 level but did sustain the 1189.50, I'd still be whole today... and

with each premium write my basis goes down further. At some depth I will start using the income spun off from the

premiums perhaps (although I don't really need that income so it will become investing capital to start

compounding other dividend income equity assets and income stream).

Each time I write an option now, I make a choice .. do I consider my accumlated premiums to date an adjustement

to my basis cost and write at a Strike price just out of the money to that basis so as to maximize the premium cash

due to being closest to my basis price OR do I write at a higher Strike to protect all or some of my accumulated

premium cash received to date but yielding a lower current premium because the Strike will higher and therefore

be further out of the current money. AT THE TIME I write a new call contract on my long GLD holdings, I make this

decision and select my Strike price based on: 1st- My adjusted basis cost, 2nd - My perception of where gold is

going over the period of the contract I am considering writing, 3rd- How much of my accumulated premium I have

previously accumulated I want to lock in (not consider as part of my basis cost adjustment during the new write),

and 4th - premiums available at various Stike/duration within my targeted parameter range.

My ONLY investment in GLD is the money I'd otherwise park in pure cash, generating zero income and no

potential for appreciation) or a demand savings account (generating almost no return and with no potential for

appreciation). This is NOT money I might put to work in alternate investments. It is my emergency fund for riding

out deep market shocks (like the 2008 crisis) and only for that. Even the 2008 crisis would not have triggered a

need to access it. And don't forget, if the market has a shock and I auto liquidate by call-away nor by cashing out

after expiration of any current calls I have written, then the premiums will be very high in correlation with the high

volatility caused by those extreme market moves at that time. That is one of the properties of covered call writing,

market volatility becomes your friend.

You are still thinking of risk/reward in terms of gain or loss on the gold itself. That is not my gain or loss .. my gain

or loss is simply having liquid access to 2 years of basic living expenses (the amount of my core GLD investment)

in the event of a market disruption extreme enough to cause ALL of my remaining other investments to cease

paying any dividend income .. that's one big giant market event that could do that! Many of my income investments

are in companies that have paid dividends for over 100 years, continuous without interruption nor decrease. This is

a capital I will not be touching likely in my lifetime (and won't care much about beyond that point :) ).

Richard
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25 Oct 2014, 11:27 AM

Schungster1

Great Article,

Long BABA

The future looks bright!.

26 Oct 2014, 12:00 AM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for your comments.

I played BABA with a pre-IPO strategy using SFTBY. I calculated SFTBY's ownership of Alibaba would be

worth about $26 billion at the anticipated IPO price being discussed at that time. I made a SFTBY entry at

$34.00 in mid August and then I cashed out a few days before the BABA IPO at the height of speculator

enthusiasm for $42.20. I have not determined a real fair value price for BABA yet but think its prospects

overall look very good.

Richard

26 Oct 2014, 04:03 AM

liusing

Someone figured, if SFTBY followed BABA's evaluation, it should be above $70.

It never happened (yet), and you made a good run.

26 Oct 2014, 05:21 AM

Contrarian_0007

This link gives a good summary of the current issues with SLV and why we normal folks should steer well clear,

invest elsewhere and let JPM, China and Russia duke it out.. Its hilarious, and politically incorrect.

Part 1

http://bit.ly/1xq86kd

Part 3 is good too.

The average person assumes we have no power and are helpless against bankers, but we are 70% of the

economy. If we all went out and purchased 100 silver coins we would end the JPM shorting scheme over night.

26 Oct 2014, 01:09 AM

Richard Berger, Premium Contributor

Author’s reply » Thanks for the amusing link. Its an interesting and fun read. Not only is it politically
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incorrect, it is also the biggest mis-prediction of the year which the author concludes with

" We fell sharply in 2013 because of JPMorgan and will likely rise sharply in 2014 for the same reason.

From my perspective, that’s all that matters. 2013 – Good riddance. 2014 – Step right in. Happy and

Healthy New Year to all."

Stay well, trade profitably,

Richard

26 Oct 2014, 03:34 AM
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